
Complete each sentence using “fewer” or “less”. 

There were volunteers at the event than usual.6)

I wish I could spend hours on homework.4)

The chicken weighed a little than eight pounds.7)

Now that I'm familiar with the city, I take minutes to reach work.8)

5) Patrick has only than 200 dollars in his account.

10) Linda ate marshmallows than Dan.
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Name :

Fewer Vs Less

“Fewer”, which means not as many, is the comparative form of few, and it's 

used before countable nouns.

“Less”, which means not as much, is the comparative form of little, and it's 

used before uncountable nouns.

Example: I have fewer cups of tea than I used to.

Example: I drink less tea than I used to.

1) I spent only than 10% of my salary this month.

2) ingredients than any other dish.

3) Powell makes mistakes in his essays than before.

9) The storybook will cost only $8 or
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Complete each sentence using “fewer” or “less”. 

There were fewer volunteers at the event than usual.6)

I wish I could spend fewer hours on homework.4)

The chicken weighed a little less than eight pounds.7)

Now that I'm familiar with the city, I take fewer minutes to reach work.8)

5) Patrick has only less than 200 dollars in his account.

10) Linda ate fewer marshmallows than Dan.

Answer key
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Name :

Fewer Vs Less

“Fewer”, which means not as many, is the comparative form of few, and it's 

used before countable nouns.

“Less”, which means not as much, is the comparative form of little, and it's 

used before uncountable nouns.

Example: I have fewer cups of tea than I used to.

Example: I drink less tea than I used to.

1) I spent only less than 10% of my salary this month.

2) fewer ingredients than any other dish.

3) Powell makes fewer mistakes in his essays than before.

9) The storybook will cost only $8 or less
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